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Modeling of Housing Demand using Islamic 

Economics Analysis: Evidence from Saudi Housing Sector 

Global Abstract  

This PhD research project aims to analyze the macroeconomic determinants of 

housing demand in Saudi Arabia using financial and real economic variables 

such as household income, population, housing prices and housing loans. The 

analysis is based on four main axes. First, through a literature survey of the 

relevant theories that contain both historical and theoretical dimensions, in 

addition to the related jurisprudential and historical studies treating the 

economics of housing with Islamic perspectives. We will focus on developing 

an Islamic theoretical model of housing utility by considering that the household 

maximizes ethically its utility function using three layers of utility function 

namely imperative, recommended and permissible. Secondly, listing the most 

important economical housing development factors and the most effective and 

decision makers in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, which emerges clearly in the 

reports of development plans that’s published by the ministry of economics and 

planning using the descriptive examination pattern. Thirdly, the evolution of the 

Saudi housing sector is analyzed over the last four decades, in addition to 

discussing the forthcomings challenges. Fourthly, the housing demand function 

of Saudi households is modelized and empirically implemented using a detailed 

database from 1970 to 2016. Through the quantitative analysis, we can track the 

impacts of economic, financial and regulatory shocks in the housing market. 

These discrepancies on housing demand are from to various sources as housing 

prices and financial markets shocks. These shocks are connected to domestic 

economic and social changes through many channels related to financial policy 

and regulation from various decisions layers, and also to the world economies 

perturbations through and the exogenous fluctuations in world markets Oil and 

commodity markets and other raw materials. Both types of shocks affect the 

housing sector and especially housing demand.  


